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lectric motors driving pumps, fans, compressors, and other machines
•may require natfonal compliance marks

use an estimated 45 percent of global electricity. Through higher motor

efficiency and the use of optimized motor systems, electricity savings of
20-30 percent can be achieved.1
Many countries have established mandatory minimum energy
performance standards (MEPS) for electric motors with
efficiency requirements. Over time, several other countries will
likely introduce MEPS for motors, and their respective MEPS
are becoming more stringent. While MEPS for electric motors
for the U.S. are based on the NEMA MG 1 standard, many other
countries have adopted the motor efficiency classification in IEC
60034-30-1 and the efficiency test method IEC 60034-2-1.
The NEMA Motors and Generators Section (lMG) committees
have worked closely with the IEC during the past decade
to ensure the efficiency classification and test method are
technically aligned. Unfortunately, even with the classification
and test method closely aligned, the process and requirements
for certification and compliance vary greatly from country to
country, including test standards, laboratory accreditation,
sampling, test process, and labeling.
To satisfy global demand, electric motors and their driven
equipment are being manufactured in and shipped across
many countries worldwide. Differences in national regulations
and customs import requirements create technical barriers
1 Paul Waide. Conrad U. Brunner. ct al .. "Energy-Efficiency Policy Opportunities for Electric Motor
Driven Systems.'" IEA Working Paper, 2011. Paris
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Figure 1 A manufacturer begins the assessment by applying to a participating NCB operating in the
/ECEECB Scheme (NCBJ for a GMEE Test Certificate (Step 1). The NCB works with one of its associatedCB
Testing labOfatories (CBTls) to conduct complete testing and evaluation of the manufacturerJ product
to determine conformity with /EC standards 60034-2-1 (Efficiency test standard) and60034-J0-1 ff£
Efficiency level ratings). If the product is found to be in compliance with the manufacturerJ declared
IE level, theCBTL issues a GMEE Test Report, which is the basis for the NCB to issue a CB TestCertificate
(Step 2). In many cases, per a manufacturer's request, the NCB might also issue fts own national
approval Of certification for the product. In the second step, the manufacturer can then presenl the
GMEE Test Report and GMEE TestCertificate directly to the Regulatory authority. its customer, or other
participating NCBs in order to obtain additional certifications.

to trade. In addition, lack of effective MEPS enforcement and
verification processes weaken the trust in motor markets and
quality products.
To address these issues and to assist in the global growth of
energy-saving motor-driven systems, NEMA and IECEE2 are
pleased to introduce the globally harmonized Global Motor
Energy Efficiency Program (GMEE).

One Product, One Test, One Certificate
GMEE is based on the IECEE Certification Bodies' (CB)
Scheme, which is based on international IEC standards and
might also account for national differences in these standards.
1

IEC System of Conformity Assessment Schemes for Electrotcchnical Equipment and Components.
www.iectt.org

